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Fed minutes indicate a bias to hike, but
we don’t think it will carry through
The Federal Reserve cites inflation concerns as a reason to keep
further rate hikes on the table, but splits are starting to form. We
expect a September pause that will end up lasting well into the first
quarter of 2024 when rate cuts will come onto the agenda

Jerome Powell, Chair of
the Federal Reserve

Further hikes possible, but there are splits in the FOMC
The Federal Open Market Committee minutes to the July policy meeting, in which the Fed raised
the policy rate range 25bp to 5.25-5.5%, show officials continue to have a bias to hike further,
much as they outlined in their forecast update in June when they pencilled in the July hike plus
one more before year-end. The key passage reads, "with inflation still well above the Committee's
longer-run goal and the labor market remaining tight, most participants continued to see
significant upside risks to inflation, which could require further tightening of monetary policy".

There is no specific guidance surrounding the September FOMC meeting, saying it will be down to
the incoming information. Nonetheless, while the voting members of the FOMC all opted for a 25bp
hike at the July FOMC meeting, there were two non-voting members who “indicated that they
favored leaving the target range for the federal funds rate unchanged” if they had been on the
roster to vote. Moreover, “a number of participants judged that… it was important that the
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Committee's decisions balance the risk of an inadvertent overtightening of policy against the cost
of an insufficient tightening”.

As with some banks recently, Federal Reserve staff have also removed a "mild recession" as their
base case (they are separate to the actual individual FOMC members' forecasts). Their base case
now is that "real GDP growth in 2024 and 2025 would run below their estimate of potential output
growth, leading to a small increase in the unemployment rate relative to its current level". This is
broadly in line with the general view of FOMC members.

We see a long pause before 2024 rate cuts
Since this interest rate decision we have had the second 0.2% month-on-month core CPI print,
encouraging news on moderating labour costs (the ECI index), more modest job creation, yet
ongoing strength in activity data. The commentary from officials, including the hawks, such as
Neel Kashkari, suggest a willingness to pause again in September, but to leave the door ajar for a
further hike at either November of December FOMC meetings.

We think the Fed will indeed leave interest rates unchanged in September, but we don't think it will
carry through with that final forecast hike. The combination of higher borrowing costs and less
credit availability plus pandemic-era savings being run down and student loan repayments
restarting should mean that households feel more of a financial squeeze in the fourth quarter and
beyond and we expect to see consumer spending activity moderate. The concern is that it could
go too far (as highlighted by some officials in these minutes) and heighten the chances of
recession. Given this risk and the positive developments on inflation and labour costs we think the
Fed will be on hold for a number of months. Our base case continues to be interest rate cuts from
March 2024 onwards as monetary policy is relaxed to a more neutral footing.
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